
  

 

 

  ON SALE NOW 235 -                                     

STAY INDOORS, PLAY WITH STAMPS!! 

Turned the heating on this morning - So 

clearly it is time to stay indoors and sort out 

your stamp collection. Perhaps add a new 

volume from some of the very interesting and 

well priced lots listed below! 

    AUSTRALIAN STATES 

 

1.  NEW   SOUTH   WALES    1871 with  

Surcharge  9d on 10d  with  overprint 

doubled, mint lightly hinged..$275.00 

 

                                  KANGAROOS 

 

2.  5/-   GREY   AND   YELLOW   FIRST 

WATERMARK   SG 13, in  fresh  mint 

lightly  hinged  condition  with   fresh 

original gum for………….......$349.00  

 

 

3.  10/- GREY AND  PINK FIRST WA-
TERMARK SG 14, lovely fresh mint 

lightly hinged just……………....$599.00  

 

 

 

4.  10/- GREY AND PINK FIRST WATER-
MARK SG 14, lovely fine used cto 
stamp for  just…………………...$799.00  

 

 

5.  10/- GREY AND  P I N K  S M A L L 
MULTIPLE WMK SG 112 a lovely fine 
mint lightly hinged stamp for 
just………………………………..$499.00  

 

 

 

6. £1 BROWN AND BLUE First Water-
mark SG 15 cancelled to order used as 
shown perfect stamp  for bargain price 
of ………………………………...$1,999.00  

 

7. £1  CHOCOLATE  AND DULL BLUE  

Third Watermark SG 44 fine used  nice 
stamp for this price………...…….$849.00  

 

 

 

8. £1  GREY Third Watermark SG 75 
fine used as shown no faults 
for……………………...………….$249.00  

 

 

9. £2 PURPLE BLACK AND PALE 
ROSE   first  Watermark SG 16  can-
celled to order as shown, no faults  a 

magnificent  stamp…………..$3,999.00 

 

10. £2 PURPLE BLACK AND PALE 
ROSE   first  Watermark SG 16  mint 
lightly hinged, has been re-gummed 
however a nice stamp for less than 
used at………………………….$2,999.00 

 

 

11. £2 PURPLE BLACK AND PALE 
ROSE   Third Watermark SG 75 fine 
used as shown, no faults or damage, a 
pretty stamp…………………..$1,499.00 

 

 

12. £2  BLACK AND ROSE   Small Mul-
tiple Watermark SG 114 a very nice 
fine used as shown…………..$499.00 

 

 

13. £2  BLACK AND ROSE  CofA Water-
mark SG 138 a very nice fine used 
stamp as shown…………………..$349.00 

 

14. COMPLETE SET OF   CofA Watermark Specimens 

mint unhinged and very fresh for just…………….$179.00 



  

 

 

                 AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS 

15. AUSTRALIA USED 1914-1965 (IMAGES REDUCED) 
Housed in Seven Seas Hingeless album, pages could 
certainly be updated but the stamps are in excellent 
condition.  I noted many great stamps including—
Kangaroos including fine used first wmk. 4d Orange, 6d 

blue, 9d violet, Second Watermark compete (7), fine 
used set including 5/-, Third Wmk fine used to 10/- Grey 
and Pink(11), Small multiple fine and average used to 
10/- (6), Cof A fine to average used to 10/- (8) both OS 
6d fine used, Large OS first wmk. Used 4d, 5d and 6d 
fine used, Small os assorted watermarks average to 
fine used the 10/- and the  2 1/2d First are fine used.  
KGV set complete fine and better than average used 
including all wmks all  dies and OS overprints (72), as-
sorted OS KGV fine to average used (19) to 1/4. 1914 on 
6d Engraved Kooka fine used, 1927-1965 complete fine 
used by the Seven Seas layout—so does include a su-
perb cto 5/- Bridge, Navigators set of 8, includes all OS 

definitives and does also include perforated OS issues 
fine used, 3d Airmail is type b, BCOF complete set fine 
used 5/- is thin paper—now this is where this collection 
shines… Postage dues study is a lovely study if you do 
not have many or any of them.   Noted 1902 to 6d fine 
used (no 1d) 1902 second series to 5/- complete except 
for the 10d all good to fine used.  It includes a 20/- D44 
cto as issued, a rare stamp! There is also a 10/- and £1 
1909 Red and Green both very fine used, the rest of the 
set is present as well in fine to average used.  The later 
less expensive 1938 on is very comprehensive with very 
few gaps to fill.  Also at the back of the book are several 
pages of state Govt. perfins used, includes some KGV 

and Kangaroos, assorted varieties on pages including 
KGV plates issues, booklet singles KGV1 on, shades, 
finally commercially used blocks of four and larger, re-
ally worth doing the research on.  So here we go—from 
my discounted pricelist and based accurately on the 
condition of each stamp, not one stamp under $10 
each, there is more than $3,850++ worth of stamps from 
1914-65.  The postage dues on other dealers lists would 
come to in excess of $2,500+ just for the better items, 
so this one should walk of the shelf for………..$2,999.00  

 

 

16. AUSTRALIA MINT 1914-1965 Outstanding matching collec-
tion to the used one—in S/S Hingeless album, pages poor, the 

stamps are in excellent condition.  I noted many great stamps 
—mint  first watermark to 2/- brown all in average- fine mint 
only the 1/- is a filler, a stunning Second watermark mint  to 2/- 
brown which is  superb group. Third Watermark (10) fine mint 

to 5/- which is even very well well centred, Small Mulitple to 5/- 
fine mint (5) Cof A group to 10/- fine mint (6) includes part im-
prints on the 5/- and 10/- value both OS 6d overprints fine mint.  

Assorted fine mint perforated OS issues includes First wmk. 
5d, Third wmk 6d blue, 9d and stunning very very lightly 
hinged 2/- brown, KGV a lovely assortment of mint lightly 

hinged and the odd Muh item including examples of 1d Red die 
2 mint heavy hinged, die 3 1d Red Muh perfect 10/10 stamp, 4d 
Lemon mint hinged, 1/4d fine mint single crown SG 66, Small 
Multiple perf 14, complete fine mint (8), Small Multiple 13 1/2 x 

12 1/2 fine mint complete except for the 5d brown (14), CofA 
complete fine mint (8), OS overprints complete fine mint (7), 
Assorted fine mint OS perforated issues—1914 on 6d En-

graved Kooka perfect Muh with part plate number, Kooka m/s 
average mint, 1927 on while there is no 5/- Bridge or Kingsford 
Smith issues, everything per the S/S  is present either Muh or l 
hinged including MUH of the following  white paper cattle, Nav-

igators set (8),  Thin paper robes Muh, perf OS commems com. 
(6), Lightly hinged noted £1 Robes, £2 Arms, BCOF set 5/-  thin 
paper.  Very interesting  Postage dues –1912 blank at base to 

5/- mint (no 1d) 5/- has minor aged gum, 1902 to 5/- complete 5/
- has wmk inverted as does the 6d and 8d, 1909 set has a fresh 
mint example of the £1 Red and Green D72 a very scarce 
stamp. 1946-57 complete mint, dozens of other items not listed 

here. Assorted  booklet panes Muh (5), Assorted imprints very 
fresh 70+ Here is the deal—Prices from my already discounted 
price list of only items above $10 each and based strictly on 

the condition of the stamps included in the fine collection 
comes to more than $10,000+  The Postage dues from other 
dealers list prices just for the better items comes to more than 
$3,500+ so this is a super b collection for somebody who 

wants to take out what they need and resell the rest or for 
someone who wants a great collection as at crazy 
price…………………………………………..…………….…$6,499.00 


